Metal Finishes

Metal frames can be finished in 76 Spectone colors from our line of powder epoxy coatings, including five textured finishes.

Make It Your Own

With a choice of polyurethane or wood arms, nine standard wood stains (custom stains at no upcharge) and a virtually limitless selection of fabrics, the Cooper Collection is a perfect fit for any environment.

Standard Veneer and Hardwood Edge Finishes

- Fusion Maple Stain
  - Best Laminate Match: Fusion Maple
  - Wilsonart 7909-60

- New Age Oak Stain
  - Best Laminate Match: New Age Oak
  - Wilsonart 7038-38

- Wild Cherry Stain
  - Best Laminate Match: Wild Cherry
  - Wilsonart 7054-60

- Walnut Heights Stain
  - Best Laminate Match: Walnut Heights
  - Wilsonart 7965K-78

- Empire Mahogany Stain
  - Best Laminate Match: Empire Mahogany
  - Wilsonart 7122K-78

- Cafelle Stain
  - Best Laminate Match: Cafelle
  - Wilsonart 7933K-07

- Studio Teak Stain
  - Best Laminate Match: Studio Teak
  - Wilsonart 7962K-18

- River Cherry Stain
  - Best Laminate Match: River Cherry
  - Wilsonart 7937-38

- Asian Night Stain
  - Best Laminate Match: Asian Night
  - Wilsonart 7949K-18
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The details make all the difference: Spec’s trademark quality and durable design ensure that your Cooper products have a long, productive life.

On Bala and Dwight, both wood and polyurethane arms are available in flat or round profiles.
Breathe new life into public seating areas with the Cooper Collection. With equal parts style and functionality, Cooper’s wood frame gives a softer, less institutional look to high-performance chairs. Choose from four distinctive, award-winning designs—Bala, Dwight, Huntsville and Midland.

**Durability Meets Design**

PRODUCT FINISHES
- F410
- Custom Stain
- Maharam Ring, 001
- Sprout
- Arborite W433-RM
- Momentum Beeline

Seat Upholstery: Sprout
Back Upholstery: Maharam Ring, 001
Frame: Custom finished to match
Find the Right Fit

The perfect seating solution is waiting—all four Cooper designs are available as one, two or three seats, Bariatric, freestanding or connected, with or without tables and with a virtually limitless selection of fabrics and wood stains.

Metal-to-Metal Connection
The wood frame is mechanically fastened to a welded substructure to create additional strength and durability.
Solutions for **Every Space**

Create a solution as unique as your space with a broad range of choices including rockers, Bariatric, Highback Patient Chairs and freestanding or connected tables—from the waiting room to the patient room, Cooper has you covered.
Cooper Rocks

Huntsville and Midland medium and highback designs are available with a rocking motion. Highback rockers are available with or without the built-in headrest.

On the Bench

Bala and Dwight benches are available with one, two and three seats. They can be made freestanding or connected—easy to combine in any layout. Bench legs match the design of the chair frames. A Bariatric bench is available for Bala.